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ABSTRACT 
The use of structural color, common in nature, has been slow to catch on in 
manufacturing.  Recent work has identified many of the structural features that lead to the 
advanced structural colors seen in nature, and some have even been successfully recreated.  
However most of these features are complex, three dimensional structures, making them 
difficult to manufacturing in a research environment, much less a standard manufacturing 
setting.  However these advanced shapes are not strictly required for structural color – simple 
quasi-2D shapes of a single material are capable of producing simpler color and iridescence, 
without the manufacturing difficulties.  These shapes are also capable of being embossed or 
molded into a single material, allowing for many mass production opportunities. 
To investigate the optical properties of these simple moldable microstructures, 
microstructured silicon masters were fabricated with a variety of features to examine six design 
parameters:  shape, size, spacing, depth, tone (holes or pillars), and multilayer effects.  These 
were then photographed under constant lighting at various rotation and tilt angles and 
analyzed for brightness and color data.  This data identified what effects each design parameter 
had on the color, brightness, rotational viewing angle, and tilt viewing angle of the 
microstructured surface. 
Using this information, several conclusions were able to be drawn about the use of 
these microstructured surfaces for optical effects.  The ridge density between features, feature 
side orientation, and the depth were all shown to have major effects on the optical properties.  
In addition, limited color control was demonstrated.  The lessons learned were then 
summarized in a set of design guidelines to assist a researcher or product designer in 
developing a microstructure with specific optical characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 
1.1: Background on Structural Color 
By its simplest definition, structural color is the term used to describe color generated 
by physical features.  Examples of it are abundant in the natural world - it gives beetles their 
metallic gleam, feathers their iridescence, and butterfly wings their brilliant colors.  Despite 
this, it remains almost unused in manufacturing today, where pigment based color dominates.  
These differ in their method of generating color – pigments selectively absorb or reflect 
different wavelengths, thus the eye sees only the reflected wavelengths and the color 
associated with them.  Structural color however uses constructive and destructive interference 
of light waves to generate color.  Based on the structure and the nature of the incident light, 
certain wavelengths will constructively interfere, increasing their apparent brightness, while 
others will undergo deconstructive interference, attenuating them.  A variety of physical 
structures are used to generate these effects, and they can have other optical effects as well. 
1.2: Structural Color in Nature 
A great deal of work has been done examining how structural colors occur.  Kinoshita 
and Yoshioka provide an overview of the sources of structural color utilized in nature.  They 
identify five main sources of structural color:  thin film interference, multilayer interference, 
diffraction grating effects, photonic crystals, and light scattering.  Most often a combination of 
these structures is used to generate the observed colors.  Also identified was the key role that 
irregularity and randomness combined with regular features plays in generating advanced 
structural colors, such as those with consistent colors over wide viewing angles.  [1] 
A specific natural example of structural colors that has been examined in great detail is 
the scales of butterflies.  Vukusic et. al. identified the importance of the wing’s structure in 
creating light absorbing surfaces, as the intricate scales absorbed more light.  [2]  The brilliant 
blue coloring of the Morpho butterfly has been extensively studied as well.  The Morpho 
butterfly shows a bright blue color with both high reflectivity and a consistent color over a wide 
viewing angle, an effect not explained by the simple interference and diffraction of light.  Five 
key aspects of the design of the scales were identified which allow for the remarkable color.  
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The blue color is determined by the dimensions of the multilayer shelf structure of the Morpho 
which creates a multilayer interference effect.  The wide viewing angle is created by the narrow 
width of the shelves, which cause the light to diffract and scatter from the top of the shelf.  
Randomness in the height of the shelf structures and in the plane of the scale reduces the 
effects of the normal multicolor interference.  A narrow gap between adjacent shelves (less 
than the wavelength of reflected light) increases reflectivity.  And the “quasi 1-D anisotropy” of 
the in plane structures limits the reflection of light along the length of the shelves to a narrow 
angle, which increases the intensity of the light in other directions.  [3]   
1.3: Artificial Structural Color 
The lack of use of structural colors in industry is due in part due to the challenges 
associated with manufacturing the necessary features.  In general, the feature sizes must be of 
the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of visible light (300nm-700nm).  Most naturally 
occurring features also use multiple materials and have a complex 3-D geometry.  Together, this 
makes mimicking existing structures difficult even for today’s advanced micro- and 
nanomanufacturing methods, much less for a standard factory setting.  However several 
approaches have been used to create reproductions of naturally occurring structures or create 
new ones. 
Saito et al. recreated the effects of the Morpho butterfly using a quartz substrate etched 
with a quasi 1-D array of rectangles.  Then alternating layers of SiO2 and TiO2 were deposited 
to create the multilayer.  Mass production possibilities were demonstrated by means of nano-
imprint of a polymer substrate with the etched master, although this still requires the multiple 
SiO2 and TiO2 depositions.   The optical characteristics of the Morpho butterfly wing were 
excellently reproduced, but the requirement of multiple deposition steps limits the mass-
production utility of this method.  [3] 
Another method of mimicking the optical effects of butterfly scales was devised by 
Kustandi et al.  Here the goal was to recreate the “shingled” look of overlaid scales.  This was 
accomplished by means of first nano-imprinting pillars into a polymer film and then applying a 
lateral force to topple the pillars on edge as the mold was removed.  The air spaces between 
the pillars did generate structural color, but the effects could not yet be controlled.  Also, the 
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mechanism required to topple the pillars as the mold is removed would preclude use in existing 
manufacturing settings.  [4] 
A third method of mimicking structural colors was demonstrated by Gu Z.-Z et al.  The 
surface was made using inverse opal, which consists of small air spheres dispersed in silica.  
Structural colors where created, but the method does not lend itself to the embossing of a 
homogenous material.  [5] 
A fourth method of generating structural colors is described by Vorobyev and Guo.  A 
femtosecond laser is used to create a combination of nanoscale, microscale, and mezoscale 
feaures on a metal surface by ablating material.  The structures can tune the reflection from the 
metal such that it becomes black (the reflected wavelength is outside the visible range) or tends 
to a specific color.  However the surface structures resulting from the laser are three 
dimensional, limiting this method’s usefulness for embossing.[6] 
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CHAPTER 2: MOTIVATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
2.1: Project Motivation 
As seen in section 1.3, most of the literature available is concerned with studying and 
mimicking the structures discovered in nature as accurately as possible.  They focus on 
relatively complex fabrication methods and work at sub-micron size scales.  In addition, of all 
the techniques previously used to recreate the structural colors, none lend themselves to be 
readily adaptable to large volume production with a single step embossing or molding that is 
compatible with current manufacturing techniques.  
The motivation for this work is to investigate the use of microstructured surfaces to 
produce color and iridescence while using features which could be mass-produced by 
embossing or molding into a single material.  While the fabrication of the master micromolds 
must be completed in a micromanufacturing environment, all subsequent steps may be 
completed outside of a cleanroom with the end goal of being able to be used in standard 
pressing or molding operations, with a section of the mold being microstructured, or by use of a 
microstructured mold insert.  This would allow the inclusion of microstructuring on a product 
without requiring extra manufacturing steps or new equipment. 
2.2: Experiment Design 
To identify how to create structural colors with these characteristics, an experiment was 
designed which consisted of fabricating microstructured silicon masters, taking high-resolution 
images of the masters at various rotation and tilt angles under constant lighting, and analyzing 
these images to obtain brightness information and color histograms.  Six parameters affecting 
optical properties were evaluated:  feature shape, size, spacing, depth, tone (holes or pillars), 
and multilayer or stepped features.  By analyzing the samples at several horizontal rotation and 
vertical tilt angles, information can be gained not only on the color and brightness, but also on 
the effective viewing angles for each microstructure. 
The goal of the experiment was to develop a set of design guidelines to identify which 
microstructure parameters affect color and brightness and what effect variations of each 
parameter have.  Specifically, each parameter will be related to its effect on color, brightness, 
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and viewing angle.  This information will allow a designer to optimize the microstructuring on a 
product to obtain the best desired effects. 
Three major considerations drove design of the features. First, quasi-2D shapes with 
minimal undercuts were required to allow for simple manufacturing of the master and to 
facilitate demolding.  Second, all features were designed no smaller than 1um to allow for 
fabrication by standard UV photolithography process.  Third, it was assumed that only a single 
material would molded at a time – no films or layers.   Based on these criteria, six basic shapes 
were chosen:  circles, squares, triangles, hexagons, lines, and four-point stars.  A governing 
dimension was chosen for each shape, as well as a lattice arrangement and spacing dimension.  
Figure 2.1 shows the chosen shapes, the dimensions for each shape, and the fabricated 
combinations of size and spacing.  Also shown are the etch depths fabricated for each feature 
as well a representative SEM image of each shape. 
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Figure 2.1:  Description of Basic Shapes – SEM images are of features of 10μm size, 5μm spacing 
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After the first set of basic shapes, a set of multilayered and stepped shapes was 
designed.  Stepped versions of three simple shapes from the first set – lines, circles, and 
hexagons – were designed.  These consisted of two shapes, one smaller than the other, 
centered on the same location so one appeared nested inside the other.  Also included were 
large sets (several hundred microns in overall diameter) of concentric circular and hexagonal 
rings, with both stepped and single-layer versions.  The critical dimension for the stepped 
features can be described as the “step size,” which represents the width of each horizontal 
layer.  Figure 2.2 shows two SEM images identifying the “step size” of the features.  Figure 2.3 
gives a summary of the fabricated multilayer shapes, their fabricated dimensions, and 
representative SEMs.  It can clearly be seen that the alignment between layers is often not 
perfect, but for most features it is within 0.5-1μm, which is near the repeatable limit for the 
mask aligner used.  By designing a two-layer and single layer version of each shape with the 
same step size, a direct comparison can be made to determine the effect the layers have.  
 
 
Figure 2.2:  Step size examples 
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Figure 2.3:  Description of Stepped Features – SEM images show 2μm step size for all features except 
lines, showing 2.5μm step size 
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2.3: Sample Fabrication 
The fabrication of all of the master micromolds was done using traditional silicon MEMS 
processes.  To create holes, 525μm thick single crystal silicon wafers were spun first with 
AP8000 adhesion promoter then with Shipley S1813 positive tone photoresist using the recipes 
shown in table 2.1 to yield a photoresist thickness of approximately 1.4μm.  They were 
softbaked per the recipe and exposed in an H-line mask aligner (EV Group 420 Double Side 
Aligner, Wavelength 405nm) under hard-contact for 5 seconds.  The exposed photoresist was 
developed using undiluted Microposit MF-319 developer for approximately 40 seconds, then 
hardbaked. 
 
Table 2.1:  Wafer Processing Recipe - Holes 
AP8000 Adhesion Promoter Spin Recipe 0-500RPM over 2 sec, hold for 2 sec 
500-1500RPM over 2 sec, hold for 2 sec 
1500-3000RPM over 2 sec, hold for 30 sec 
3000-0RPM over 3 sec 
Shipley S1813 Positive Photoresist Spin Recipe 0-500RPM over 2 sec, hold for 5 sec 
500-4000RPM over 5 sec, hold for 40 sec 
4000-0RPM over 5 sec 
Softbake 110°C for 2 minutes 
Exposure 5 seconds at ~21 mW/cm, hard contact 
Develop Undiluted MF319 developer for 40 seconds 
Hardbake 110°C for 5 minutes 
 
To create pillars, the wafers were again spun with AP8000 adhesion promoter then with 
NR71-1500P negative tone photo resist using the recipe in table 2.2 to give a resist thickness of 
approximately 1.2μm.  These were softbaked, exposed with hard contact for 30 seconds, post-
exposure baked, then developed in RD6 developer for 15 seconds. 
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Table 2.2:  Wafer Processing Recipe - Pillars 
MicroPosit NR71-1500P Negative Photoresist Spin Recipe 0-500RPM over 2 sec, hold for 5 sec 
500-4000RPM over 5 sec, hold for 40 sec 
4000-0RPM over 5 sec 
Softbake 150°C for 1.5 minutes 
Exposure 30 seconds at ~21 mW/cm, hard contact 
Post-Exposure Bake 100°C for 2 minutes 
Develop RD6 Developer for 15 seconds 
Hardbake 110°C for 5 minutes 
 
The hardbaked silicon wafers were then descummed using an oxygen-argon plasma 
(Jupiter RIE) at 100W for 60 seconds with O2 and Ar flow rates of 2 sccm and 1 sccm 
respectively.  After descumming, each wafer was dipped in BOE for 5 seconds to remove any 
uneven surface oxides generated by the oxygen plasma.  The wafers were then etched in a 
Plasmatherm SLR 770 ICP-DRIE.  Any wafers with etch depths of 600nm or less were etched 
with an isotropic SF6 etch, while any with depths over 600nm were etched using a Bosch etch 
process, then the depth fine-tuned with the slower isotropic etch if necessary.  The feature 
depths were checked after every etch with a profilometer (KLA Alphastep IQ). 
After etching, the wafers were stripped of photoresist with a Piranha bath (70ml H2SO4 / 
30ml H2O2) on a hotplate at 110°C for 10 min.  After drying, final profilometer measurements 
were taken on at least three locations for each wafer. 
2.4: Photographic Analysis Setup 
To obtain the high-resolution photographs needed for the brightness and color analysis, 
a macro-photography copy-stand was used to set up the camera and lighting.  A schematic with 
critical dimensions is shown in figures 2.4 and 2.5.  The camera used was a Canon EOS 1-Ds 
Mark III 21.1 MP Digital SLR with a Canon EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM lens.  Four 23W compact 
fluorescent light bulbs with a listed color temperature of 6200K were used in four white 
reflectors.  Each reflector was covered with a sheet of white broadcloth to further diffuse the 
light.  The lights were positioned to the top and bottom of the sample (relative to 0° rotation 
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position) and angled inward 25°.  The entire setup was covered with a black sheet in order to 
minimize outside light and to eliminate unwanted reflections off of the silicon wafer.  
  
Figure 2.4:  Side view of photography setup         Figure 2.5:  Front view of photography setup 
   
 
The sample was mounted on a rotating and tilting stage to allow for photos at different 
angles to be taken without changing the focus point.  Henceforth, rotation will refer to the 
rotation within the plane of the wafer, while tilt will refer to rotation out of the plane about the 
middle of the wafer, as shown in figure 2.6.  0° rotation and 0° tilt refers to the wafer parallel to 
the table with the primary flat at the bottom of the photo.  The view from the camera with the 
wafer at 0° rotation and 0° tilt is shown in figure 2.7.  All photos were taken in RAW format with 
f/32 aperture, 4 second exposure, and at ISO100.  Three tilt angles - 0°, 30°, and 60° - and four 
rotation angles - 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° - were used.  The images were processed with Adobe 
Photoshop CS4 Extended and imported with a color temperature of 6200K and a tint of +34.  All 
other values were at the standard camera settings.  In Photoshop, a sample of each 
micropatterned area was analyzed to obtain the mean gray value (MGV, formed by the taking 
the average of each of the three RGB channels; range 0-255) to determine brightness and an 
RGB histogram to determine color.  A typical set of the resulting photographs can be seen in 
figure 2.8, along with the mask layout for the wafer in figure 2.9. 
30cm 
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Figure 2.6:  Sample stage at 30° rotation and 30° tilt 
 
 
Figure 2.7:  View of sample stage from camera at 0° rotation and 0° tilt.  Lights are positioned towards 
the top and bottom of image 
 
Tilt axis 
Rotation axis 
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Figure 2.8:  Analysis photographs for 1.1um deep square and hexagonal holes 
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Figure 2.9:  Mask layout schematic for 1.1μm deep square and hexagonal holes
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 
3.1: Effect of Shape 
The first parameter to be examined was the feature shape.  In order to compare 
between shapes, an identical set of sizes and spacings was chosen.  The depths for all were 
approximately 1.1μm.  For figure 3.1, the maximum MGV for each feature, regardless of 
rotation or tilt, was used and then all of these values for 5-20μm sizes and 2-15μm spaces were 
averaged together to obtain an overall average brightness for each shape.  For figure 3.3, the 
same size and space ranges were used, but only the data from the 30° tilt case was used, as this 
made the incident light more directional and was observed to greatly enhance the variations 
due to rotating the sample.  Finally, to analyze the effect of tilt angle shown in figure 3.4, the 
maximum MGV at each tilt angle, regardless of rotation, was used and averaged for each shape, 
again over the same sizes and spacing given above. 
The primary effect of shape was on the rotation viewing angle, with a lesser but related 
effect on brightness.  There was no significant effect on tilt viewing angle observed.  The effect 
on brightness was primarily due to the orientation of the feature sides.  The data does not show 
a clear distinction between the regular polygons, but the circles, with no flat sides, have 
significantly lower brightness than any of the other shapes (aside from stars).  The stars have a 
lower brightness even the circles, likely because the sharp corners and multiple angles scatter 
light in many more directions than the other shapes. 
The effect on rotation angle is also caused by the orientation of flat sides on the shapes.  
Whenever a flat side is presented perpendicular to the viewer, the apparent brightness 
increases.  For example, lines went from almost 0 MGV when viewed along their length, to 
maximum brightness when viewed perpendicular.  The same pattern holds true for the other 
shapes, as can be seen by comparing figure 3.2, which shows the view of each shape at each 
rotation angle, to the mean gray values in figure 3.3.  The opposite effect for lines can be seen 
in the data on circles – having no flat sides, they show almost no variation as they are rotated.  
It can also be seen that the larger the angle between adjacent flat sides, the larger the 
difference between the maximum and minimum brightness levels. 
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Figure 3.1:  Mean Gray Value, averaged over size and spacing for each shape 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2:  Features as viewed from various rotation angles 
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Figure 3.3:  Mean Gray Value at different rotation angles, averaged over size and spacing 
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Figure 3.4:  Mean Gray Value at various tilt angles, averaged over size and spacing 
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3.2: Effect of Feature Size 
The next parameter examined was feature size.  Results are shown in figures 3.5 
through 3.7.  To isolate the brightness related to size in figure 3.5, the maximum mean gray 
value at any rotation or tilt was averaged over 2-10μm spacing for each size and shape.  To 
determine rotation angle effects in figure 3.6, data from 30° tilt was averaged across the same 
range of spacing for each size.  To determine the tilt angle effects in figure 3.7, the maximum 
MGV at each tilt angle (regardless of rotation) was used and averaged across the same spacing 
range. 
The effect of feature size on brightness is difficult to identify, as increasing, steady, and 
decreasing trends can be seen in figure 3.5.  However, the three shapes showing increasing or 
steady trends – squares, triangles, and stars – all contain the sharpest corners of the shapes 
used.  Therefore, it is likely that the increasing brightness is a result of the improvement of the 
shape resolution as the size increased, which results in straighter sides and sharper corners, as 
opposed to the effect of the size itself.  The other shapes, where corners were less sharp to 
begin with, all show slightly decreasing brightness as size increases, which is believed to be the 
governing trend. 
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Figure 3.5:  Mean gray value as size increases, averaged over spacing 
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Looking at the rotation viewing angle as size increases shows an increase in the 
difference between the maximum and minimum values.  This can again be credited to the 
improvement of the shape resolution as opposed to purely the size.  The size has very little 
effect on brightness as the tilt angle is changed. 
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Figure 3.6:  Mean gray value at various rotations and sizes, averaged over spacing 
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Figure 3.7:  Mean gray value at various sizes and tilt angles, averaged over spacing 
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3.3: Effect of Feature Spacing 
The effect of feature spacing was isolated by averaging the mean gray values over 5-
15μm sizes for each point.  For figure 3.8, the maximum MGV at any rotation or tilt was 
averaged.  For figure 3.9, rotation effects were isolated by looking at the MGV at 30° tilt at each 
rotation and averaged over the size range above.  Figure 3.10 looked at the tilt angle effects 
and averaged the maximum MGV for each tilt angle (regardless of rotation) over the same size 
range. 
As can be seen in figure 3.8, increased spacing has very prominent detrimental effect on 
brightness.  For most shapes, the decrease was much greater than that seen as size increased.  
The exception to this is for lines, which showed approximately the same decrease.  Spacing had 
little effect on the rotational or tilting viewing angle, however.   
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Figure 3.8:  Mean gray value at various spacings, averaged over size 
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Figure 3.9:  Mean gray value at various spacings and rotation angles, averaged over size 
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Figure 3.10:  Mean gray value at various spacings and tilt angles, averaged over size 
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3.4: Effect of Feature Depth 
The fourth design parameter examined was feature depth.  Only hexagonal and square 
holes were fabricated in multiple depths and analyzed, with depths of 575nm, 1.1μm, 2.1μm, 
and 4.5μm.  Figure 3.11 shows the brightness related to feature depth for several features.  
These points were obtained by taking the maximum MGV of any rotation or tilt and averaging it 
over 2-15μm spacing for each size.  Figure 3.12 shows a color histogram which will be explained 
in the following paragraph.  Figure 3.13 relates the depth to rotational viewing angle, and was 
prepared using the MGV for each rotation angle at 30° tilt and averaged over sizes of 5-20μm 
and spacings of 2-15μm.  The effect on tilt angle is shown in figure 3.14, showing the maximum 
MGV for any rotation at each tilt angle, averaged over the same size and spacing ranges as 
figure 3.13. 
As seen in figure 3.11, overall there is clear increase in brightness as depth increases.  
However, an important consequence of this can be seen in figure 3.12, which shows color 
histogram of each wafer at 0° rotation and 0° tilt.  The color histogram gives the average RGB 
(red, green, blue) color value for each depth, with 0 being the lowest value and 255 the 
maximum.  As visible in both the chart and the photos, as the depth increases above 1.1μm, the 
brightness does increase, but the color decreases, as the values of each color channel begin to 
even out.  This results in a bright, but white, appearance, as opposed to the greens, blues, and 
reds of the lower depths. 
It would appear looking at figure 3.13 that the increasing depth has a large effect on the 
rotation, but it is actually just an increase in brightness for the 30° tilt used for the rotation 
viewing angle analysis.  This increase can be seen in figure 3.14, where the relative brightness at 
30° tilt as compared to at 0° increases by nearly 185% and 233% over the 575nm and 1.1μm 
depths, respectively.  This is visually apparent in the photo inserts in figure 3.13.  Therefore, the 
depth has a strong effect on the tilt viewing angle but little effect on the rotation viewing angle. 
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Figure 3.11:  Mean gray value at various depths for squares and hexagons, averaged over spacing 
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Figure 3.12:  Average color value at various depths, photos at 0° rotation & 0° tilt 
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Figure 3.13:  Mean gray value at various depths and rotation angles, averaged over size and spacing 
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Figure 3.14:  Mean gray value at various depths and tilt angles, averaged over size and spacing; inset 
photos at 0° rotation and 60° tilt 
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3.5: Control of Color 
Another effect of depth was control over the feature’s apparent color.  Very shallow 
depths – less than 1μm – allow for limited control of color.  Figure 3.15 shows normalized RGB 
values taken from the Photoshop histogram for wafers of various depths.  It is clear that at low 
etch depths, there are significant color trends present, and this is visibly confirmed in the 
photographs in figure 3.16.  Quantitative histogram data with photographs was only available 
for limited depths; however observations of other wafers allow some of the gaps to be filled in. 
This pure color effect appears to begin around 200nm in depth, where the features will 
appear yellow to orange when both illuminated and viewed from nearly directly above the 
surface.  As the depth increases to 250nm, the pattern trends toward orange, then towards 
magenta as the depth approaches 275nm.  Between approximately 300nm and 340nm, the 
color appears a deep blue, and then becomes blue-green and finally fully green around 400nm.  
Above 400nm, the color begins to become less pure and even slight changes in viewing angle or 
lighting can cause unexpected colors to appear. 
In the depth range of approximately 200-400nm, the color control is likely due to 
interference between the light reflected at the top of the ridges and the bottom of the holes.  
This would cause constructive interference for light with wavelengths or half-wavelengths equal 
to the depth.  The expected depth-color relationship does not quite match up with observations 
however, but several possible explanations exist for this.  The profilometer used to measure 
depth is not capable of measuring the roughness of the etched surface at the bottom of the 
hole, which can have a significant effect on color.  For example, it was observed that if the oxide 
layer which resulted from the oxygen plasma descum prior to etching was not removed with 
BOE, the etched surface exhibited significantly greater submicron roughness, which also made 
the reflected color less “pure,” even at the depths known to generate it.  Also, there is certainly 
scattering effects taking place, not just pure reflections.  This would change the path the light 
travels and result in different wavelengths being constructively interfered. 
 Regardless, the interference explanation fits with way in which the colors change as 
depth changes.  At the shallower depths, the reflected colors are in the upper range of visible 
light (red/orange, light with the half-wavelength=depth being reflected), but then returns to 
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the lower end of the visible light spectrum (violet/blue, full wavelength=depth being reflected) 
after the half-wavelength interference moves into the infrared spectrum above 700nm.  Above 
400nm, other multiples of various wavelengths begin appearing, and the pure color effect is 
replaced by multiple colors with extremely narrow viewing angles. 
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Figure 3.15:  Average RGB color values for various depths, normalized out of 100% 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16:  Photographs of several wafers of various depths showing color dependence 
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3.6: Effect of Feature Tone 
To examine the effects of feature tone – whether the shapes are holes or raised pillars – 
each of the six basic shapes used in the above sections was fabricated as pillars using NR71-
1500P negative photoresist as described in section 2.3.  These were etched to the same depth 
as the “hole” versions, approximately 1μm.  These were then analyzed with the same 
photographic setup.  To evaluate its effect on intensity, the maximum MGV at any rotation or 
tilt for each shape and tone, was averaged over sizes of 5-20μm and spacings of 2-15μm.  The 
effect on rotation was examined by averaging the MGV for each rotation at 30° tilt angle for the 
same sizes and spacings as above.  This was done for squares and triangles.  The effect on tilt 
was examined by averaging the maximum MGV at for any rotation at each tilt angle over the 
same sizes and spacings used above.  This was again done for squares and triangles 
The intensity results can be seen in figure 3.17.  No significant trend can be identified, as 
the chart shows triangles, squares, and stars with near equal brightness, while lines and circles 
are brighter as posts and hexagons are brighter as holes.  However the variations are relatively 
small, and can likely be explained by slightly inconsistent lighting, which caused small flares in 
brightness on small areas of the wafer.  Therefore it would seem that the feature tone does not 
have a major effect on the brightness of the feature. 
Figure 3.18 shows the effect of tone on rotation.  It shows what appears to be a 
decreased effect for posts, with less change in brightness as the shape is rotated.  However this 
is likely due to the lower resolution of the negative photoresist, which results in features with 
more rounded corners, as shown in figure 3.19.  This would manifest itself as a decrease in the 
rotational variation in brightness.  Figure 3.20 shows the effect of tone on tilt.  It shows a very 
slight increase in the brightness change as tilt changes, but both the 30° and 60° values for 
posts are lower than their “hole” counterparts, making the greater change almost invisible. 
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Figure 3.17:  Mean gray value vs feature shape and tone, averaged over size and spacing 
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Figure 3.18:  Mean gray value vs rotation and tone, averaged over size and spacing 
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Figure 3.19:  Micrograph of 5μm size 5μm spacing square features, showing corner rounding on posts 
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Figure 3.20:  Mean gray value vs. tilt angle and tone, Max MGV at each tilt angle averaged 
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3.7: Effect of Multilayer Structures 
The final design parameter examined was the effect of using multiple depth layers for 
the feature, resulting in a stepped or “nested” feature shape.  An example of four layer nested 
hexagons is shown in figure 3.21.  For this analysis, only two layer structures were considered, 
using the shapes and size parameters described in section 2.2.  These were fabricated using the 
same S1813 positive photoresist recipe used for standard holes, but after the first etch, the 
wafer was cleaned and recoated with photoresist to be exposed a second time.  The smaller 
“nested” features were etched first, then the larger features aligned overtop of them.  The 
effect of using two layers vs. one on the brightness, rotation angle, and tilt angle was examined 
by comparing pairs of each shape, one multilayer and one single layer, with identical “step 
sizes” as defined in section 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 3.21:  SEM micrograph of 4 level “nested” hexagons 
 
As seen in figure 3.22, the multilayer structures consistently show a significant increase 
in brightness.  Some of this is likely due to the increase in overall depth of the multilayer 
structures, but this should only be around 10% based on the earlier brightness/depth data.  The 
multilayer structures often show 20-30% increases in average brightness, and some, specifically 
the concentric rings, more than doubled in brightness.  Even if most of the increase in 
brightness is due to the increase in depth, it should be noted that the nested features are very 
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colorful – while it is difficult to obtain a single color due to the inaccuracies of the dry etching 
process, each shape produced very distinct colors which flashed and changed rapidly as moved 
under lighting.  The wide range of bright colors can be seen in figure 3.23, which shows the 
wafer at 0° rotation and 0° tilt.  Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the effect of multilayer structures 
on the rotation and tilt viewing angles, though little effect is seen on either.   
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Figure 3.22:  Mean gray value vs. Multilayer 
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Figure 3.23:  Multilayer wafer at 0° rotation and 0° tilt 
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Figure 3.24:  Mean gray value vs. rotation angle and multilayer 
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Figure 3.25:  Mean gray value vs. tilt angle and multilayer 
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
4.1: Edge Density & Orientation 
To summarize the lessons learned concerning the dimensions of the microstructuring, it 
is helpful to combine the size and spacing variations into a single parameter.   This parameter 
can be thought of as a kind of feature “density” on the surface – a measure of how densely 
microstructured the surface is.  However the important factor is not the area density of the 
features – large, closely spaced features would have a high density, but exhibit a low 
brightness.  Instead, the density of the feature edges is the driving factor for brightness.  This is 
because it is the interaction of light with the vertical steps at the edges, as opposed to the flat 
areas at the bottom and top of the features, that causes scattering and the perceived 
brightness. 
In addition to the size or length of the edges, the straightness and orientation also play a 
critical role in determining the microstructure’s optical properties.  In general, flat edges, 
oriented perpendicular to the viewing or lighting direction, will appear brighter than curved 
edges or edges not perpendicular to one the these directions.  The general effect of curved 
sides can be seen by looking at the difference in brightness between circles and hexagons of the 
same size and spacing.  The hexagons are consistently brighter, with the only real difference 
being six flat sides instead of continuous curved side.  The role of the orientation of the edges is 
evident in the rotational angle data.  Generally speaking, whenever an edge was presented 
perpendicular to the lighting direction, a peak in the brightness for that feature was shown.  For 
hexagons, this gave peaks at 0° and 60°, for lines at 90°, and for squares at 0° and 90°, etc. 
To verify this, a parameter designed to measure the density of perpendicular ridges was 
devised.  First, for each pattern the smallest repeating section was isolated and measured.  
Then the lengths of all the ridges perpendicular to the viewing direction were added together.  
This length was then divided by the area of the repeating section to give a “perpendicular 
ridgeline density” in μm of edge per μm2 area.  Figure 4.1 shows a schematic defining these 
parameters.  The exception was for circles, which lacking a flat side, would have no 
perpendicular length.  Therefore, the projected length of a 60° arc was used, which comes out 
to a length equal to one radius. 
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Using the above formula, the “perpendicular ridgeline density” was calculated for each 
feature shape, size, and spacing at the viewing direction that would give the highest value.  
Then the maximum recorded brightness for each feature was plotted against the density.  The 
resulting plot is shown in figure 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.1:  Schematic showing example of lengths used for “perpendicular ridge density” 
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Figure 4.2:  Mean gray value vs. perpendicular ridge density 
 
Despite the noise present in the data, a significant trend is clearly apparent, showing a 
tight grouping for most of the wide range of shapes, sizes, and spacings.  This is in spite of  
several known variables not being accounted for in the plot.  For the hexagons, which show a 
slightly lower density then the trend line, there are several angled sides which will contribute to 
the brightness but are not accounted for in the calculation.  For the triangles, squares, and 
stars, the heaviest densities are also the smallest features, and have very rounded corners and 
thus shorter sides, which would make the predicted density higher than the actual.  This would 
improve the data for the squares and stars, both of which are to the right of the trend line 
(higher density than expected).  For the triangles, which are almost right on the trend, that 
decrease in density would be at least partially offset for the same reason as the hexagons - 
there are several angled sides which contribute but aren't accounted for.  The other major 
discrepancy is the lines above 0.2 μm/μm2.  These appear to flatten out, with no gain in 
brightness above that density.  However this is due to the saturation of the camera sensor, as 
represented by the red “Max MGV” line.  This is the highest value that could be recorded and 
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represents a fully white pixel.  This should not have affected other calculations however, as the 
sizes effected were among the smallest fabricated and not used in the other calculations for the 
previous analysis. 
4.2: Depth & Color Control 
Summarizing the effect of depth on feature brightness and viewing angle is slightly less 
straight forward.  At shallow depths, less than approximately 1μm, the depth primarily effects 
the perceived color of the microstructure.  At larger depths, the overall brightness increases as 
depth increases, but at the cost of appearing less “colorful” and “whiter”, which may be 
unwanted for many potential applications.   The increased depth can have a significant effect 
on the tilt viewing angle, with higher depths giving considerably greater brightness at higher tilt 
angles. 
As stated previously, controlling the color by means of feature depth is difficult at best.  
While it is possible to create a feature so that it tends toward a specific color, the observed 
color is highly angle dependent and changes considerably as soon as the light source or viewing 
angle move away from their optimal position. Because the patterns tested are all limited to 
essentially extruded 2-D shapes in a single material, the complicated 3-D multilayer structures 
identified by other researches as the generators of the advanced structural color are not 
possible to fabricate.  As a result, the color generated by these patterns is less consistent and 
highly angle dependent.  However, color generation is certainly possible, and could be 
applicable for many situations, such as if a structured surface will be viewed from some 
distance, where changes in viewing angle are less important.  
4.3: Tone and Multilayer Structures 
The effect of feature tone was minimal, which supports the earlier suggestion 
concerning the ridge density driving the perceived brightness.  Making the shape a pillar instead 
of a hole does not change the number or orientation of the ridges, so it should have little effect 
on brightness, which is generally supported by the data.    While small changes in the rotational 
and tilt viewing angles were seen, the net effect is small compared to other factors. 
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The use of multilayer structures instead of single layer primarily affects overall 
brightness and color.  Using multiple shallow steps allows for the use of the added brightness 
shown to come with increased depth, but without sacrificing the intense color, as happened 
with the typical deeper structures.  There are significant challenges associated with the 
manufacture of the multilayer structures, however.  The inaccuracies associated with dry 
etching make it extremely difficult to achieve equal etch depths for each layer, which makes it 
almost impossible to accurately control the color using those processes.  Also, using typical UV 
exposures with a mask aligner, alignment of the small features over such a large area can be a 
challenging task.  That said, the multilayer structures were among the best structures created in 
terms of brightness and color, and may well be worth additional challenges posed by their 
fabrication. 
4.4: Design Guidelines for Optical Microstructures 
To summarize what has been learned and to aid a future designer or researcher, the 
following set of design guidelines has been created.   
1.  Choose a shape based on the desired rotational viewing angle.  The shape should 
have flat sides facing in the directions where a bright appearance is desired.  For 
example, lines will give two viewing angles, squares four, and so on.  For wide viewing 
angles, hexagons are preferred over circles, as they are significantly brighter while still 
maintaining a relatively constant brightness when rotated. 
2. Tone (holes or pillars) has relatively little effect compared to the other factors.  
Choose whatever will work best for the application.  Typically holes are easier to 
manufacture than pillars in the silicon master, however this may vary depending on 
the processes used as well as the final product the features are destined for. 
3. Select a layout to maximize the feature density.  For example, if using hexagons, use a 
triangular lattice (as is used for this paper, see figure 2.1) rather than a rectangular 
structure.  As explained in section 4.1, the goal is to achieve the highest ridge density 
possible. 
4. Choose the smallest size and spacing feasible for the process and materials which will 
be used.  The general rule is simply smaller is better. 
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5. If a specific color is desired, use the corresponding etch depth in table 4.1.  Note these 
are approximate depths, and many process factors can affect the final color.  Use 
them only as a guide.  If a specific color is not desired, a depth of 750nm to 1.5μm will 
give a good balance of color and brightness.  If possible, multilayer or stepped 
structured can be used to increase the overall depth, increasing the brightness, while 
preserving a shallow step depth and maintaining intense colors.  Generally the step 
depth of these will need to be under 500nm to allow a second layer of photoresist to 
be applied and patterned.  It is difficult to achieve a consistent color with multilayered 
features, but if that is not a requirement they should be strongly considered. 
 
Table 4.1:  Approximate etch depths to achieve specific colors 
Color Etch Depth 
Yellow ~210nm 
Orange ~250nm 
Magenta ~270nm 
Blue ~330nm 
Green ~400nm 
4.5: Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have successfully examined the use of microstructured surfaces for 
the creation of iridescence, color, and other optical effects.  We analyzed the effects of six 
microstructure parameters – shape, size, spacing, depth, tone, and multiple layers – on three 
optical criteria- brightness, rotational viewing angle, and tilt viewing angle.  Trends were 
identified for many of these parameters, which allowed specific design parameters to be 
related to the criteria they most affect. This information was combined to generate a set of 
design guidelines for microstructured surfaces, presenting the findings in a concise manner to 
aid in the optimal design of a microstructured surface to obtain specific optical effects.   
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APPENDIX A:  FEATURE LAYOUT SCHEMATICS 
 
Figure A.1:  Feature layout schematic for square and hexagonal holes & pillars 
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Figure A.2:  Feature layout schematic for lines and stars, holes & pillars 
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Figure A.3:  Feature layout schematic for circles and triangles, holes & pillars 
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Figure A.4:  Feature layout schematic for multilayer wafer 
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APPENDIX B:  WAFER ANALYSIS PHOTOGRAPHS 
 
Figure B.1:  Analysis photographs for square/hexagonal holes, 575nm 
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Figure B.2:  Analysis photographs for square/hexagonal holes, 1.1μm depth 
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Figure B.3:  Analysis photographs for square/hexagonal holes, 2.15μm depth 
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Figure B.4:  Analysis photographs for square/hexagonal holes, 4.45μm depth 
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Figure B.5:  Analysis photographs for lines/stars, holes, 1.1μm depth 
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Figure B.6:  Analysis photographs for circles/triangles, holes, 1.15μm depth 
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Figure B.7:  Analysis photographs for multilayer features, 335nm / 450nm depth 
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Figure B.8:  Analysis photographs for square/hexagonal posts, 1.05μm depth 
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Figure B.9:  Analysis photographs for lines/stars, posts, 1.10μm depth 
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Figure B.10:  Analysis photographs for circles/triangles, posts, 1.15μm depth 
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APPENDIX C:  WAFER “COLOR” PHOTOGRAPHS 
 
Figure C.1:  Yellow wafer, depth 250nm 
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Figure C.2:  Blue wafer, depth 325nm 
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Figure C.3:  Blue-green wafer, depth 380nm 
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Figure C.4:  Yellow-green wafer, 425nm 
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Figure C.5:  Mixed red/blue/yellow, 575nm depth 
